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BRANT GARDNER: When I was on my mission and even before that time, I was very fascinated with archaeology, particularly with Mesoamerica. I had read some of the LDS scholars who had correlated things in the Book of Mormon to things in history and particularly in Mesoamerica and I believed it—so on my mission I’m telling everybody—and I had one advantage when I got back from my mission that I had not had before: I went to Spain, and when I was in Spain oddly enough I learned Spanish!

It just so happens that a very large number of the documents that come out of Mesoamerica are written by Spanish-speaking people and knowing that I actually had the language to be able to read some of the documents in their original, I decided that it was my duty to read some of them so that when someone says to me, for instance this particular question that I was really interested in, “When you tell me that the Book of Mormon talks about Jesus Christ coming to the Americas, and you say that that’s related to the Aztec Great White God,” I can say to them, “Yes I know that’s true because I’ve read it.” I thought this was a good idea.

And so, I started reading the information and I read every LDS author on the subject. I read every document I could find on the subject. I eventually became addicted to the subject and probably spent way too long on it although it did foster my love for the anthropology and ethnohistory of that area of the world and it kind of took me in a completely different direction but the end result of that particular study was that I found out that what we as LDS had written on that topic was
simply wrong—we just got it wrong. From the documentary evidence, there was no way that I could say that the legendary information from Quetzalcoatl had anything at all to do with the appearance of Jesus Christ in the Book of Mormon.

I published an article on that, and thereafter, became probably one of the darlings of the anti-Mormon community. In fact, I suspect that I am probably one of the most often quoted pro-Mormons that is favorably cited in anti-Mormon literature because I wrote this article.

It just so happens that if you look at the comments about the various things that I have written and talked about, it turns out that at that particular point in my life, I was probably very open minded, quite intellectual, very astute and very logical, because I looked at the evidence and found out it didn’t support something that was supposed to support the Book of Mormon.

Now, since that time, I’ve looked at the Book of Mormon and I’ve compared it to Mesoamerica, and I’ve found all kinds of reasons why I believe that the Book of Mormon took place in that area of the world. I have gone from darling to dunce. All of a sudden, everything that I used to know that made me so good when I talked about Quetzalcoatl, all of the sudden seems to have flown out the window and I really know absolutely nothing at all, what I’m talk about, and certainly my methodology must have changed dramatically—this is all a surprise to me because it hasn’t.

In part of the time that I spent learning about Mesoamerican topics, I have probably spent as much time complaining about the quality of the correlations that we as LDS have made to a particular area of the world as I’ve ever done doing anything else, but nobody is interested in hearing that. I had at one point in time decided that I was destined to be the curmudgeon in the LDS community and my sole function would be to try to keep other people on the right track by telling them when they had gone off. I was reasonably certain from looking at all of the materials that had been published through probably the 1970s that the typical way that the LDS would approach Mesoamerica is to go through and say, “If this is a pretty ruin, it was Nephite. If it’s an ugly ruin it was Lamanite.” (Laughter)

You will find wonderful pictures, gorgeous photographs of Palenque, which was way too late and had absolutely nothing to do with the Book of Mormon. When you get to the places where the Book of Mormon probably took place, you will probably find out that they are really ugly. It turns out they’re really probably backwards—but the fact is that they are there.
Now what we’d like to do is spend some time talking about the New World, the kind of information that is out there, and why the information that is there is starting to tell us more about the Book of Mormon.

Now I do have to kind of give you one other little piece of background, this is a very strange kind of thing for me because I have been forced into this position: My interest in the Book of Mormon is to explain it—I love the Book of Mormon and I want to learn more about it, I want to learn what it is telling me, I want to learn what the people think, I want to learn how they act, I want to learn why they did the things that they did. I really want to comprehend them.

I already believe, I really don’t need to prove it to myself—been there done that, had the inspiration that tells me, even when I didn’t have some of the rest of the information that I’ve got, that this is a true book. But that isn’t what people want to hear. Mormons want to hear proof of the Book of Mormon. So anytime I’ve ever said anything about it, the basic question has been, “How can you prove the Book of Mormon, how can you show me that it is true?” We’re going to try to talk a little about that.

Now there is a paper being passed around; most of what I’d like to do today is talk about bits and pieces that are on there but I want to tell you why you’ve got the whole list. You have the whole list because it’s absolutely impossible for me in a 40-minute presentation to talk about everything that is on there but everything that’s on there makes a difference and here is the reason that it makes a difference: What we are looking at when we’re trying to find a way to explain the Book of Mormon, is we are trying to find a methodological process that is going to help us to understand when we have actually found something that makes sense, as opposed to the time when we are simply making wishful guesses, and we have made a lot of wishful guesses in the past. We need to know the difference between the two of them.

One of the problems we’ve had in the way we present information is it will create something that’s called a parallel. We’ll say, “Okay, there is a piece of information in the Old World, there is a piece of information in the New World, those two things are parallel, therefore there must be some connection.” That isn’t enough.

One of the wonderful parallels that I remembered was that in the Old World they had adobe bricks, and in the New World, they had adobe bricks. Well okay that’s true. Sun-dried mud is probably something that can come about by independent invention. I really don’t see a lot of reason why someone has to import the idea of making something out of sun-dried mud. It’s going to happen, people are going to
understand that, people are going to find it. The fact that those two things are parallel is virtually meaningless.

The other problem with parallels is that when you create a parallel, very frequently you will make the thing that you are talking about appear to be more parallel than it really is simply by the way that you state it. Going through some of the material on Quetzalcoatl and knowing the legends behind it, I would look at people putting the parallels down, and I’d look at them and say, “Well yes if you just read that, that is really comparable, but if you actually talk about what the information is that lies behind the way they said it, it doesn’t say that. And the parallel really is not there.”

So parallels are really not going to help us, but there is something that does, and the problem is we need a vocabulary to do it and what I’m to do is borrow a vocabulary term that William Dever, a biblical archaeologist in Old World Israel, that he came up with to try to solve the same kind of riddle, to be able to say that there is something that helps us create a point of evidence that is better than a parallel even though it seems to be similar.

**Convergence**

He calls it a convergence so rather than a parallel, we are going to talk about a convergence. His comment, “Whenever the two sources or ‘witnesses’ [text and archaeology] happen to converge in their testimony, a historical ‘datum’ (or given) may be said to have been established beyond reasonable doubt. To ignore or to deny the implications of such convergent testimony is irresponsible scholarship, since it impeaches the testimony of one witness without reasonable cause by suppressing other vital evidence.” (William G. Dever, *What Did the Biblical Writers Know and When Did They Know it?* 107)

What he is talking about in that case is the text of the Bible and the dirt archaeology to which it is being compared. The difference is, when he is creating a convergence rather than a parallel, he is taking a large quantity of material and he is saying, “Here are things that come together in a similar description.” And we have to have location, we have to have time, we have to have the content of the information and in essence what he is saying is the more pieces of information that interrelate with each other and all depend upon the same location, same place, same time, same people, same concept; the more of those you get, the more you are converging the two types of testimonies of information, and the more chance then you have that one of these datums is now going to be something you can establish.
So that is what I want to talk about is a convergence. To give you an idea of how a convergence works, here is my favorite example. (Shows picture)

First impression, you look at this, and what you really should see is just a bunch of dots. Okay. First impression should be a bunch of dots. Now, after that you should see something. What are you seeing? You’re seeing a dog. I can actually see a few hands out here so, how many people don’t see a dog? That happens every once in a while because there are so many dots on there that you don’t see it. That’s an important piece of information to remember because even though there is a whole bunch of us that see a dog there, it isn’t as absolutely clear as it might be if it were cleanly defined lines. Nevertheless, the location, the placement of the spots, all of the information, there is a dog standing over there. So for those of you who aren’t seeing it—that’s the head of the dog. You’re looking at a Dalmatian that’s drinking something from the ground. Foreleg, left hind leg, right hind leg, body—there’s even kind of a tail hooked around here.

We, as human beings, have minds that are capable of creating cohesive patterns out of incoherent information. How many of you have stared at a tree, a cloud, a carpet and seen a face in it? Is the face there? Absolutely not. The reason that we see it is because we have a mind that creates things and it tends to create faces because we are so chemically wired to see the face. It is so important for us that we tend to create faces.

The difference is, if you blink two or three times, sometimes you look back and you can’t find it. Once you’ve seen the dog, you cannot “unsee the dog.” It actually is there. It may be difficult; we may not have all the data that we need to be able to clearly define it. But once you see the dog, that dog is there and you cannot “unsee the dog.”

That is the kind of evidence that we’re going to be talking about. We will not have a complete picture. We will not have a jigsaw puzzle where every single piece of the puzzle is there and there will not be any gaps, but what we will have is a sufficient picture that we can “see the dog.” And I will tell you that having been through the Book of Mormon in detail over the last several years that it is now impossible for me to “unsee the dog.” This is a text that took place with real people in a real time and there is no way I can see it any other way, because I have “seen the dog” and I understand that it’s there.

Now here is the next problem we have with seeing the dog, we will start talking about the evidence for the dog and someone will say, “That spot,” (showing only a few dots) “there is no reason why that spot is unique to this dog. I’ve seen things that have had a spot like that that weren’t a dog.” Well, yes. Which is why when you look at all this kind of evidence, you can’t take one piece and say, well this
one thing is going to prove it. It isn’t a single thing. In any good historical argument, you are not going to find the one single thing where you say, okay here is the smoking gun; this is the one thing that does it. We only have one way of coming up with a single action that we could take that will prove the Book of Mormon and that is prayer and revelation. You pray and get revelation. That is the only single thing that will demonstrate it. If you are looking at an historical argument, you need to have an argument that has a lot pieces together, not worrying about the single thing. Now, we do have to make sure that that really is a dot and not something that we’re not looking at. It really does have to be real information. So that’s where we are, is trying to move on from that.

So here is the kind of thing that we would like to take a look at, I’m going to run through a lot of this stuff pretty quick. Some of the stuff I’m not even going to mention hardly at all and then I’ll try to end up with some of the things that I kind of find most fascinating about “seeing the dog” in the Book of Mormon.

**Surveying the New World Evidence for Book of Mormon Historicity**

Geopolitical Convergences: This is where we are talking about the fact that we have to have it on the map somewhere and then even more complicated than putting it on the map is we need to know something about the peoples that were there so converging that type of information.

Chronological Convergences: One of the best arguments that I’ve heard for understanding that the Book of Mormon could not have taken place in the Great Lakes area is because people did not live there at the right time. Anytime you see a theory that is positing people that don’t live somewhere, that are supposed to be there and they are not there—it’s not a real strong theory. Anytime one of the theories of Book of Mormon geography posits that you must have an area of the world under water at a time when people were living there, probably not a very good thing, even if they were under water some other time in geological history. Chronology makes the difference; you have to match the right time periods. You can have absolutely the right thing happening, and if it’s a thousand years too late, it doesn’t count, it isn’t a convergence, and it isn’t even close.

Cultural Convergences: Once we get those first two done, then we need to look at the culture of the area and whether or not that converges and the descriptions match the kinds of things we find in the Book of Mormon.

Productive Convergences: Which is where understanding the context of the Book of Mormon, or the place where it would have taken place, actually teaches us something about the Book of Mormon that we would not understand otherwise. In
other words, it becomes a way to elucidate the text, particularly in places where the text might be a little bit confusing or a little strange.

Geopolitical Convergences

- Internal geography corresponds to a specific region in Mesoamerica
  - Book of Mormon has over 400 geographic references that are consistent in their interrelationships, both spatial and topological.
  - Sorenson’s correlation is best known. Poulsen’s is an important alternative using the same basic area, but resolving directional issues.
- One set of references in Helaman may combine to point specifically to Teotihuacán.
- Relative relationships of Jaredite, Nephite and Lamanite territories.
- The meeting of Mulekites and Nephites in the Grijalva River Valley is convergent with archaeological evidence of the movement of Zoquean speakers up to the Grijalva and meeting with Maya influences.

There are two correlations I’d like to put up here. I am not a geographer. I cannot tell for what reason, I simply don’t comprehend this stuff. I understand people and I understand archaeology and ethnohistory, but I just don’t seem to do geography very well, so I will rely on other people for geography.

But here is the problem that you have in geography—what you must do is you must create a convergence between the descriptions in the text and a place in the world. There are two of them I’m going to show you. Both of these are converging in the same general area of the world, they simply interpret the data slightly differently and I don’t know how to distinguish between the two as of yet. But, for the purposes I have, they agree in the places where I need them to agree, so I’m not too worried about it—the rest of it will work out.

But here is the problem you have, you have to take the text and the descriptions of geography in the text and you have to find a way to match it up in the real world. This is an incredibly difficult proposition. John Sorenson has discovered at least 400 different kinds of textual correlations in the Book of Mormon, which, if you were going to have a convergence between the text of the Book of Mormon and a geography in the real world, you’ve got 400 things that have to match. This is not an easy process. If you are matching 400 locations in relative distance from each other, in topography where you go up and down and it’s consistent in the right way, you know this is simply difficult to do.

There is a recent article that attempted to say that Book of Mormon geography is so vague that you could probably put it anywhere including the Malaysian
Peninsula. It was an interesting idea. Some of the things actually worked out. One of the problems however is that based on that particular geography, all of the Lamanites had to be in the very, very bottom tip and the problem is you have all this area that’s Nephite and based on the Nephite geography but all of the Lamanites that the text tell us are more numerous than the Nephites are in this little tiny area and it just doesn’t work, you just don’t have that kind of population distribution.

On top of that, the next thing I’ll talk about is the other reason why the Malaysian geography won’t work, but to start off, we’ve got to get a geography.

You are looking at the Yucatan Peninsula, Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and basically this is the correlation of how John Sorenson would lay out the Book of Mormon in this land. Larry Paulsen, who is a member of FAIR, has another idea of how to do it, slightly different, what he does is kind of fascinating because in one way we have to make sure that we understand it.

What you’ll see at the top is this North-South axis and that really looks familiar to us because as modern Americans we conceptualize directions and cardinal directions as a plus sign. What we miss is that Mesoamerica did not. Mesoamerica did not use the concept of a plus sign whenever they described the world and the four quarters of the world. They used an “X”. So for them this is North, not that single line that we think of, but that pie, that whole piece of direction is North. It changes concepts dramatically when we have a quadrant that is Northwest, and they kind of tilt it and say that whole thing is North. So the concept of what North is was probably very different in the Mesoamerican world.

Now, here is why that doesn’t bother me that there are two different ones, and secondly, why when you take the next layer of information and you put it on the map that things like the Malaysian hypothesis fall to pieces. In addition to being able to take the text and have some sort of a convergence with a geography we now have to put people on and in addition to putting people on the map, the Book of Mormon very clearly tells us that there is a chronological relationship among these people; and we need to find that same chronological correlation.

For instance, the Book of Mormon tells us that in the North, we are supposed to find the oldest culture and we’re supposed to find people who would have been there, let’s say, 2,000 BC. We are supposed to be able to find maybe a newer culture down along here and there better be people there around 600 BC.

We are also told in the Book of Mormon that people move out of this lower area and start moving towards the North, end up in the city of Zarahemla, where they meet up with some people who have come down from the North, the Mulekites,
and they all meet in this area of Zarahemla along the river Sidon. That’s a lot of information. That is very difficult to guess.

What would happen if we look at this map of Mesoamerica and the oldest people were down here and the youngest people were up there? It would be disqualified. But it isn’t. That’s where the old people are. That’s the Olmec culture up in that area; had been in that area for an awful long time.

This is the Maya region. Interestingly enough one of the things that happens is if you look at the linguistics of the area, the Olmec are—the best evidence anyway—is that they’re speaking a language that has been reconstructed and labelled Mixe-Zoque. The Mixe-Zoquean speakers, which is kind of a combination of two languages, later Mixe, and later Zoque. What happened was the Zoquean group moved up that river. And this area, has a connection to the people up there, and they were Zoquean speakers that moved out and historical data tell us that there is this movement of people from the North to the South along that river.

It also indicates that there is information about some of these speakers that move up this area, and meet up in there, and some of the cultural data from here is starting to come into here somewhere around 200 BC. Now that just so happens to be a time period when the Book of Mormon is saying that something is happening. The Book of Mormon says that we have to have Jaredites in the North that happen to have a time depth and geographical correlation that match up very nicely with the Jaredites. Now please understand that I will not, and do not ever say that the Olmec and the Jaredites were exactly the same. I think that the most logical thing that you can say is that the Jaredites participated in Olmec culture. Similarly, when we talk about the Maya, I do not think that either Nephites or Lamanites were Maya, but that they participated in that culture and may or may not have learned to speak that language. But there were Olmec who were not Jaredites, there were Maya who were not referenced in the Book of Mormon.

But what’s fascinating is that the history of this area tells us that there is a people who is coming from this area and merging here; ending up with a cultural influence from people this way going in that direction and that just so happens to be what the Book of Mormon tells us is supposed to happen at the same time.

There is another piece of information about this area down in here which is the area of the Land of Nephi, one of the cities that Dr. Sorenson suggests might have been the city of Nephi, Kaminaljuyu, in Guatemala. I have just recently read that there is documented evidence of Cholun speakers moving into that area in about 200 BC. Think of what that means for Book of Mormon history. Right in 200 BC we don’t know exactly what is happening, but according to the text, all of the pressures on the Nephite people are increasing right around this particular period
of time, and increasing so severely that Mosiah has to take all the people who will go with him and flee and leave. What is changing things so dramatically that all of a sudden at this point somewhere around 200 BC, they have to leave this area? Well, history tells us that there is a new People that is moving in, perhaps that is creating some pressure.

**Chronological Convergences**

Again, if we have the wrong people in the wrong place it doesn’t really help us. One of the ways in which you get a convergence with the Book of Mormon and things that are happening in Mesoamerica is not just in this gross location of where the people are, but the kinds of things that are happening at the same time, for instance, having kings and warfare, it’s nice to say that they are there, but that is a piece of the puzzle rather than one that’s particularly interesting. One of the things I did when I was looking at the Jaredite chronology, is I tried to rebuild the chronology in the Book of Mormon based on king lists and run backwards from times rather than make up an assumption of when I thought it might start, and based on this Jaredite king list chronology, I started laying out when these things might possibly have taken place.

One of the things that happened after that was put together is I find that in the city of San Lorenzo, they’ve got a decline and the city is being abandoned right at a time when the Book of Mormon is talking about a severe drought in the land. Now, are those two exactly the same? Don’t know. But it is kind of fascinating that you’re going to have in the historical record, a decline of a population that in many cases and other instances have been tied to droughts happening at the time when the Book of Mormon is indicating that there is a severe drought in the area.

Then we get into this next time period where we have changes occurring down in the Maya world and what’s happening is you are moving from smaller populations to larger populations, you are moving from villages to cities, and the political structures are beginning to change. So the social pressure in Mesoamerica is one that is developing this push towards what will become the classic Maya model of kingship. Those pressures are happening quite early and there are several mechanisms that have been used to try to describe how people moved from the small village into the situation where they are getting more social stratification.

One of the two people who wrote the article that I think makes the most sense on this was John Clark and he talked about a process of aggrandizers where one of the things that they would do is you’d get some ambitious people who would start trading and then they would get more trade goods, and this was going to increase their status in the community, and because they are increasing their status in the community it’s going to get some differential in what they have and what
somebody else has, the kind of trade goods you have. You will get some sort of social inequality there.

One of the things that absolutely struck me is that this is first of all an economic argument in that you’ve got people who are looking to better themselves through trade and look at wealth, money, etc. And the second thing is the mechanism that they used was that they would have plural wives. The reason? They’d have more people to work. You get more wives, so you get a bigger family, you have a cottage industry and now you’ve got more workers, you’ve got a built-in workforce, you create more items, you get more trade. It has always been fascinating to me that this is the exactly the time period where Jacob is complaining about something that is happening in his community, and he complains about two things that you would not suspect are connected which are costly apparel and multiple wives. He is telling people why this is terrible. Why is it those two things? How do those go together? Why are they related? Because that’s what is happening at that time period.

Next kinds of things happen, you get these increasing pressures to have kings; you get fortified cities; the Book of Mormon talks about the time of Christ. The best information about what’s happening when Christ comes is that there is this massive volcanic activity. There are lots of indications that at least around this time period, within 100 years before and after, there are a lot of very active volcanoes. We are not at the point where we can say this is the volcano that erupted and is being described in the Book of Mormon. But what you can say is that around that time period, it is pretty obvious that there was some heavy volcanic activity. So again you are getting a convergence in time and place and in description.

This one is brand new—Mark where are you? Stand up and say hello to everybody. This is Mark Wright he’s a Mesoamericanist getting his Ph.D at UC Irvine. It’s been a heck of a lot of fun talking to him because we actually talk shop and I can say things and he knows what I’m talking about. This is one that he pointed out to me, this is from David Stewart in a recent discussion at the Texas Maya meetings where he was just happening to mention that there are no Maya text dealing with warfare prior to 200-250 AD, and then after that we get it all the time. Why? There is a really kind of odd convergence and frankly one that I wasn’t expecting to see.

Next kind of thing that we’re getting, militarily, we know that down in the area where the Book of Mormon would have taken place, around the time that the closing events are occurring in the Book of Mormon, the people of Teotihuacán are coming down, they are bringing with them a new style of warfare, they change the rules. There are all kinds of indications that things are dramatically different
when all these Teotihuacános come down, and then you read the Book of Mormon text and right at the same time that historical documents are talking about the Teotihuacános coming down and changing the nature of warfare, we have Mormon who is first of all complaining about the Gadiantons, and secondly complaining that the nature of warfare has changed and complaining it just isn’t the way it used to be. So the Book of Mormon is one more time, chronologically reflecting the same kinds of pressures that we know to have been occurring at that time period.

To this point in time, we are still at one of those things where you look at it and you say, how can this kind of a correlation happen by accident? How do you hit that many things and that carefully? Somewhere along the line we should have the chronology getting mixed up if we were in the wrong place. If we were in the Great Lakes region this would have blown up a long time ago. If we were in Malaysia it would have blown up a long time ago at the time when we’re looking for just the older populations—there are not populations and peoples in the right places at the right time in Malaysia. There is a good reason why that doesn’t work. Way past geography the rest of the geopolitical situation does not work. But the Book of Mormon just keeps getting better, and including things that I found out yesterday, make it look better than I’d seen.

Another one that is fascinating and I’ll just mention it, because it’s not my research but I find it absolutely amazing. People have really complained about the Book of Mormon because it is the wrong kind of document. You are talking about Christianity way too early. There are just all kinds of things that are supposed to be wrong against an Israelite background. The problem is, they are wrong against an Israelite background only (inaudible) pre-exilic Israel. The more that Israelite religion is being reconstructed prior to the time that Lehi took off, the more the Book of Mormon’s theology and the things that it’s concerned with fit right in. It’s not nearly as problematic as they thought. What’s wrong are the expectations that were brought to the text—not the text itself.

Cultural Convergences

- **Anthropological**
  - 1 and 2 Nephi parallel established patterns of ethnogenesis
  - “Getting the right things wrong” – when the text makes a “mistake,” it make the “correct” mistake
    - Insider/outsider vocabulary
    - Pejorative stereotyping
    - White/dark as metaphor rather than skin color
    - Mormon’s presentism
Mormon’s description of wealth in Alma 1
Lamanites learning literacy from the Nephites
Literate society
- Monument stones – stelae and Coriantumr’s story-stone
- Annals format
- Book of Mormon literary parallelism including chiasmus, Mesoamerican emphasis on parallelism and evidence of chiasmus in the Popol Vuh.
- Dynasty emphasis – Book of Mormon book-name changes
- Indications of vigesimal system
  - 400-year prophecies
  - Suggestive structures in counts and estimates.

There are things that people will say about the Book of Mormon, they will say, “You know they got this wrong, this is wrong, you shouldn’t do it this way”. The problem is, you really don’t want and should not find a historical text that is perfect according to our modern perceptions what a history ought to be. The Book of Mormon should not look like a modern history; if it does, it’s a forgery. It should look like an ancient text, that’s where it came from. In ancient texts there are lots of things that people get wrong and the Book of Mormon happens to get a whole bunch of things wrong. For instance, it uses insider/outsider terminology. It tends to say, as most people do when they are first creating their societies, there is “us” and “them.” There is this big wall around us, and anybody who is not us is them and we don’t like them. It’s wrong for modern history but it’s exactly right for ancient history.

Mormon makes a mistake when he is talking about some of the historical conditions of Teotihuacán 250 years earlier. Well, is that wrong? For an ancient historian no, actually it’s exactly right. He should not have known what happened in a city that is that far away 250 years earlier. What he should have done is what he did, which is assumed that what he knew about the city at that time had always existed. That’s the way people thought at that point in time. So oddly enough, in a lot of cases some of the things that the Book of Mormon gets wrong—from an anthropological standpoint it is getting exactly right.

- **Kinship**
  - Emphasis on kin as organizational principle
  - Declarations of genealogy upon meeting a stranger
  - Consistent use of kin inheritance in both political and religious leadership roles
- Amulek’s description of his household fits a Mesoamerican home compound, including multi-generations and collateral kin

This is actually very important—the kinship structure inside the Book of Mormon and the way kin function in the Book of Mormon matches a kin-based society. By the time of Joseph Smith we had lost a lot of that and certainly by our time we’ve lost even more of it. But the Book of Mormon tends to operate like a kin society would have, which again is something that it ought to do. Contrary to what our expectation would be from somebody who is writing in the 1830s.

- **Political**
  - Description of site visits in Lamanite cities (part of the story of Ammon) converge with descriptions of site visits from the epigraphy.
  - The Book of Mormon description of a “King over kings” in Ammon’s story converges with the political organization described in the epigraphy.
  - Relationships of cities in a hegemony parallel the loose confederation of Zarahemla.
  - Fraternal succession of rulers
  - Alam 60:6–7 – multiple people on “thrones” corresponds to the use of the Mesoamerican “seat,” or “throne.”
  - Judges and regional authority.
  - The desire of the Kingmen to allow Lamanite conquerors has parallels in Maya politics.
  - “Voice of the people” and the Popol Nah (council house).

In general, one of the things that people will say about the Book of Mormon is that it’s got to be modern because it talks about voting. The **voice of the people** has to be a vote. Anybody who has said that has not examined the text on the **voice of the people**. Anybody who thinks that the Book of Mormon is a democracy and that the Book of Mormon promotes democracy has not studied it. It does not. It is a very complicated system. I am sure that somewhere in the world there is another system that’s just like that but the only one I happen to know of is in the Maya world where down at the bottom here in the Popol Nah, or the community house, where the elders gather together to hear the cases and discuss them. The **voice of the people** being, literally and if you read one of the sections in the Book of Mormon where it is talking about it, you can actually see in your mind’s eye these people just talking; and somewhere in talking it out, changing their minds and coming to whatever the consensus opinion is. It has nothing to do with votes.

The political system in the Book of Mormon simply doesn’t look modern at all. What it does look like is the things that I’ve seen in Mesoamerica.
• **Warfare**
  • The seasons of warfare match with the types of seasonality in Mesoamerica
  • Relationship of timing of war and famines
  • Militia style – no standing army
  • Defensive armament is correctly described
    • helmets
    • slings
    • breastplates
    • shields
    • “thick clothing” as armor
    • wounds on the legs – ie. no greaves
  • Descriptions of the deployment and types of weapons
  • Tactics
    • Rarity and surprise of right movements
    • Scouting a walled city, using ladders if not other way
    • Hiding in foxholes
    • Battle between champions
    • Defeat of the king is the defeat of the army
    • Battle by appointment
  • War on a tribute model rather than a conquest model
  • Fortifications described that fit with developing Mesoamerican fortifications – appearing at approximately the same time period.
  • Lineage succession of the general

What is fascinating about this is that not only does he mention certain weapons, but the Book of Mormon is very accurate in the way those weapons are used in an attack. I am not a military man, but there is a certain way that you would do things and I’ve consulted with a couple of military men—the Book of Mormon actually makes military sense. People who do war for a living can look at the text and say, they’re doing the right kinds of things with the right weapons the right way.

None of these are the way war was fought when Joseph Smith was thinking of things and the tactics are entirely different.

One of the ones that I found very fascinating, Ross Hassig has book out called “Aztec Warfare” and the longer I read that, and the more I read the Book of Mormon, the more I start seeing the same tactics being used in several occasions. There are textual witnesses of the Aztecs doing some of the very same things that we have seen in the Book of Mormon. So obviously they are effective tactics. We don’t know who came up with them, but it is kind of curious that that area of the world knew about them and used them including hiding in foxholes, popping up and attacking your enemy as they come by.
Productive Convergences

- Geography as explanation
  - Limhi’s expedition gets lost because they follow the wrong river.
  - Tactics depending upon topographic relationships.
- Culture as explanation
  - Jacob’s use of Isaiah
  - Ammon and Lamoni
    - Why Lamoni thought Ammon was “more than a man”
    - Clan struggles as background for Ammon at Waters of Sebus
  - Anti-Nephi-Lehies
    - Mesoamerican caches and the Book of Mormon burying of weapons
    - Captive sacrifice and the seating of kings
    - Seating of kings and the raid on Ammonihah

If the text of the Book of Mormon is an authentic text it should be written by someone who assumed that we knew as much about his world as he did; that’s the way the ancient people tend to write. That’s the way the Biblical writers wrote. They simply assumed that they did not have to explain a lot of things to us because they assumed that we were part of the culture and that we would understand things. So, the only things that you get told are the things that you need to know because you’re supposed to know everything else.

That works really well until the world has changed and we don’t know everything else and all of a sudden things become kind of confusing and they look strange and you get these odd questions about the Book of Mormon text where it tells a story where in our hearts of faith we know that it’s a darn good story but as soon as we step back from the view of faith and we look at it kind of cold and calculated it becomes a stupid story; I’ve got two of them for you. One of them thanks to Larry Poulson:

**How do you lose a city?**

Zarahemla might not have been the biggest city around and frankly was not, should not have been. When they get to Zarahemla they’re actually very homesick for where they came from probably because they’ve now gone to the backwater after coming out of a real nice place which is probably why the people of Limhi want to go back and inherit that land—so they do—and they go down and after a long period of time with King Noah and everybody else they get dominated by the Lamanites, things really aren’t very good and so they’re hoping for Zarahemla to come help them out and somehow rescue them. So they send a party to go back to
Zarahemla—and they can’t find it! This is only a generation later. I’m not even that bad with directions. How do you lose a city when the instructions are go to these mountains, find the river and follow the river until you hit the city?

There are two rivers. This is the Grijalva and the Usumacinta. It doesn’t quite show you there but one of the things that Larry Poulsen noted when he was doing some research on this is that the headwaters of those two rivers are only a mile apart in the same mountains. They followed the wrong river. They did exactly what their parents told them to do—go to the river, follow it. Wrong river. How did they lose Zarahemla? It wasn’t on that river. However, when you get up here, what’s up there? Jaredites. It’s exactly what they were supposed to find.

How do you do that if you don’t know this geography? How do you make that mistake so right? That is a convergence. If it were the only convergence it would be a curiosity but it isn’t.

The Strange Anti-Nephi-Lehies

Two years ago I was here and I talked about the strange case of Ammon at the Waters of Sebus and talked about that being a weird story. I’ve told that a couple of times and people really get nervous when I talk about weird stories in the Book of Mormon and they think I’m basically disrespectful or don’t like it. That, first of all is not true, I love the Book of Mormon. Secondly, this is really a weird story! This one’s probably the strangest story in the Book of Mormon because it makes absolutely no sense whatsoever so forget about the fact that this is a faith-promoting story, take your faith hat off and listen to the stupid story!

First of all the people of Anti-Nephi decide that they are going to lay down their weapons and not fight because they claim they were all murderers. Now think about that—when did the women and children murder anybody? Even if the men were off murdering in war, and by the way you never define murder in war—soldiers never murder. We would have to redefine it differently so that we could go ahead and do it. But when did the women and children do it? And they’re saying they’re all “murderers” and this is a terrible thing. (Alma 24:11–12)

Next one. They bury their “weapons of rebellion.” (Alma 23:7, Alma 24:15–18) That sounds interesting—they’re going to bury their weapons. Now, how many of you out there if you had a million dollars and you buried it in your background and you thought you needed some of it might go dig it up? You know if I buried the darn thing I know where it is. That doesn’t really prevent me from doing much with it. Why is burying this thing—first of all why do it in the first place and secondly, why do I think that’s going to do anything? If I want my sword I’ll go dig the darn thing up.
Now, they are extreme pacifists, they are so pacifistic that they are not going to take up a weapon in their own defense and they are going to allow someone to kill them rather than to fight back. That’s pacifism. That’s really remarkable and these same people sent their 12 to 14-year-old sons off to war and said, see you later I’m not going. I’m not going to fight. But you, good luck. That’s weird. That’s a dumb story. It just doesn’t happen.

We’ve got the next two: the Lamanites when they finish killing all these people they decide that they still want to kill someone. They’ve got this bloodlust so they take a two or three-day hike off to a city and go attack them. You know somewhere along the second day of marching I would probably say, I don’t feel like killing anybody anymore. Can I go home? Can I have a hot meal? Why do you go that far away to go kill somebody? You had people right there.

Next, this is the only story in the Book of Mormon where we talk about a Lamanite attack where the Lamanites don’t try to dominate the city and set up a tribute relationship so that they can get an economic benefit from having conquered that city. These guys go in, they just kill people and leave but it’s the only time we ever get a mention in the Book of Mormon that they take prisoners. Why toss that odd little piece in?

**Solving the Riddle with Cultural Information: The Cult of War**

**Human sacrifice**

This is where Mesoamerica comes to our help to tell us why this particular story sounds so dumb to us but works in the context of this part of the world. The religion of most Mesoamericans can be summed into the cult of war—where war is a sacred thing and war is part and parcel of your religion. Part of this is not only killing people in warfare but bringing people back and then sacrificing them. Now think about the people who have claimed that they are murderers: when do they murder? Well they probably didn’t but if they had been converted to the gospel and they have learned that human sacrifice is probably not something that they ought to do those people who have participated in, condoned and experience the religion that did condone human sacrifice might have a different view of how their participation would be viewed.

**Caches**

Secondly, if their participation in the human sacrifices were distinctly related to war and that all of the feelings about that ancient religion were stirred up when they went to war that will tell you why they didn’t want to go war and why they
did not want to pick up any weapons; why that was for them the hardest thing that they were going to do because there were so many connections that were made between those actions and what they were trying to do. In Mesoamerica it is a known procedure that people at the beginnings of new things and at the endings of certain things would cache objects—which means they would bury them. They would dig a pit and they would drop them in. The Book of Mormon does not tell us this particular detail probably again because it doesn’t need to but most of the things that were cached were ritually broken. It is highly like, given the context and the culture of that area that we are talking about a cache and the reason they couldn’t go dig it up again is because they ritually broke, as an offering to God, all of their weapons as they offered their weapons to God in the earth which was a standard practice in that area.

War to obtain captives

Next, we have a war and part of the idea of war is to obtain captives so that’s, again, part of what we’re doing, we’re going off to Ammonihah to get prisoners.

Accession of the king linked to captives in battle and their sacrifice

Then the very last thing that we have to know is how do you seat a new king? Well I’ll pop the slide up I won’t read it (just so you get at least one Maya picture while we’re in here!) The people who are coming into the city of Anti-Nephi-Lehi to take it over were doing so with the express purpose of capturing the city, removing the previous king, Anti-Nephi-Lehi and setting up their own king. They succeeded. They did not have any opposition therefore they must have been able to take over the city and set up their new rule.

When you have a new king how do you install a new king? And in the Maya world you seat them on their throne but one of the things that you must do in order to properly seat a Maya king is you must sacrifice a prisoner captured in battle. The Anti-Nephi-Lehies didn’t fight back, didn’t count. So you had to do what other texts have told us that other kings did, you go off to some unsuspecting city that’s probably going to be easy pickings but who will fight back, fight them, get your captives, come back, install your king.

In the context of Mesoamerica, this “stupid” story all of a sudden makes perfect sense. Of course it happened that way but the only way we know why it happened the way the text tells us that it happened is by knowing where the Book of Mormon took place, by having a convergence not only of the geography into a place but of the time, of the location, of the people, of all of these events and cultures where the text of the Book of Mormon converges with the information that we get out of Mesoamerica and not only tells us that the Book of Mormon
took place there but knowing that tells us more about the Book of Mormon than we might possibly have known otherwise.

Having been through the Book of Mormon for a long time, this is the “dog”—we are still in the process of putting pieces together, drawing in the outlines, making sure that we have the details right. Someday perhaps we’ll get to draw in the hair but the “dog” is there and having been through the text, having looked as carefully as I possibly can and believe it or not with the exact same rigueur that I used in the paper where I came up with the idea that I didn’t like the Quetzalcoatl correlation, using those same tools, those same rigueurs, the “dog” is there and I cannot for the life of me “unsee the dog.” This is a different book than I read 20-30 years ago but boy is it fascinating and is it interesting and I get more and more interested in it the more I learn and the more I see. And it’s a much better book than I’d ever thought it was going to be though it is still the one thing that I thought it was which is true and I bear you that testimony in Jesus’ name, Amen.

Q: Have there been any cities, ruins, etc. believed to be the Book of Mormon peoples rather than Mesoamerican peoples?

GARDNER: Let me give you the real quick answer to that, my answer is no because I can’t tell you the difference between Book of Mormon peoples and Mesoamerican peoples. We’re in the wrong state to ask this question but if I were in New Mexico I would actually ask you how many of you had a neighbor who wasn’t a Mormon? Up here that’s a little bit more difficult to do, but I suppose that you’ve all been to a state where there isn’t one. What does a Mormon car look like? I realize it looks like a minivan! (Laughter) But you know, there are actually other people who drive them. What does a Mormon house look like that’s different?

The material culture that we have is the material culture that everybody else has. In my neighborhood you go up and down the street and there is no way from looking at the outside of the house, from looking at the cars, if you went inside from looking at my pots and pans and plates—there’s no way you could tell what my religion was. Material culture does not tend to do that. So, as John Clark has said, we’ve probably found Nephite ruins and Nephite artifacts we just can’t tell the difference because they look like everybody else’s.

Q: Does the Book of Mormon every suggest or imply mingling with indigenous peoples, or why would the Book of Mormon peoples choose to include that?

GARDNER: I do believe that it certainly implies that. There’s only one text I know of where the implication is as explicit as we’re going to get it which is when
Nephi and his brothers are leaving after the split and Nephi is taking all the people
to go up to the Land of Nephi and he goes through and he names names and he
says this person went with me, and this person went with me and this person . . . and he doesn’t Laman or Lemuel and we’re pretty sure we
know why they didn’t go with Nephi—since they were trying to kill him—we’re
reasonably certain that Laman and Lemuel’s wives and children would remain with
them but other than that Nephi seems to have named everybody we’ve ever known
about that we’re not pretty sure has died by the time you get to this separation of
people and yet at the end of this time, when he’s named just about everybody there
is to name he says, and all others who would go with me. Well, who the heck were
these others?

The next thing that happens, if you’re looking at the text, as you go through and
you say, well if there were others there does the text give us that hint? And I won’t
go into the reasons but there’s several reasons to believe that the text simply
doesn’t work without others there. There’s also a speech that Jacob gives at
Nephi’s behest specifically talking about a passage in Isaiah that makes absolutely
no sense whatsoever unless there are others with the group at the time. So then the
next question is, why don’t they mention that? A complicated issue and if you
remember what Matthew Brown was talking about in texts, what you have as a
text may or may not represent all of the rest of the information that you might have
had. You’ve got a text and you have to do deal with. But we have a text to and we
don’t have either the text that Nephi wrote about the more mundane things nor do
we have what Mormon abridged to that text; all we have is the secondary text
Nephi explicitly tells us that he’s writing it for entirely different reasons and if you
look at 1st Nephi it is an incredibly well crafted document. 2nd Nephi falls apart
frankly, we are like disappointed in my boy Nephi because 1 Nephi is great and 2
Nephi kind of fades but he planned it.

Now, one of the things that I’ve just learned recently is that there some patterns of
ethnogenesis when you’re trying to explain how you get a new people and there
are several things that happen there but one of them is that you create these
dichotomies between the insider and the outsider. Why doesn’t he mention the
others? They’re not relevant to his story of ethnogenesis. What’s relevant is that
there’s a split and he’s trying to define who the Nephites. These others are now
part of the Nephites, he doesn’t need to define them as separate—it is his intent to
define them as part of the group and is opposed to everybody else.

Q: Since the whole face of the land was altered at Christ’s death why should
today’s geography correspond to pre-Christ geography?

GARDNER: How many of you remember Mount St. Helens? I have a little bottle
of ash that somebody collected for me. Mount St. Helens really looks different.
The whole face of Mount St. Helens is really quite different but I know where Mount St. Helens is. It hasn’t moved. Although the face of the land changed, that is a literary reference to the degree of change in the land and not a change that says, by golly I could not find my way home because all the roads were backwards. That simply doesn’t happen. If you are going to look at the Book of Mormon and say that it happened as a real text, you have to assume that there’s a real world behind it and the real world simply doesn’t change so dramatically that we would not be able to recognize it. Certain things are going to change but not that many.

*****

Watch this entire lecture on our Youtube site at:

Pt. 1- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4gbNvumif8
Pt. 2- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-UnzBIZ_3U
Pt. 3- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8EA2xt8Qt8
Pt. 4- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CzB_Sxm1YTI
Pt. 5- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GfW4ceU__Go
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